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Dear_ IHck

For the second time in 18 months India has chosen a new Prime
Minister--after having had one Prime Minister Mr. Nehru for its first.
17 years as an independent nation. The succession of one government by
another took place as smoothly this time as it did in June 1964. Both
events were fascinating in themselves and significant in the development,
of Indian politics last weekts being perhaps the more meaningful of the
two:

Prime Minister Lal Bahadur Shastri died at 1:32 a.m. on
11 January within hours of signing the now famous tTashkent Agreement t.
Delhi received the news of his death shortly thereafter and the Home Minister
..L. Nanda was sworn in as Prime Minister by President Radhakrishnan just
as he had been the afternoon of the day Nehru died. Sworn in with him
were Mrs. Indira Gndhi Minister of Information and Broadcasting and Nehruts
daughter and Sachin Chaudhury the Minister of Finance--newly come to the
office to replace the ousted T.T. Krishnamachari. About dawn most of the

rmgining ministers were sworn in all continuing to hold their saxe
portfolios. The newspapers arrived an:hour late that morning but Nancy
and I heard the news over the radio as we drank our early-morning tea. 0nly
one of the four daily papers we read called Nanda an tactingt Prime Minister
and all expressed shock and regret at the death of man who had become
their editorials and news columns said a Prime Minister of ability and
stature. A 3 p.m. S-hasLri s body accompanied by Prime Minister Kosygin
arrived at Palam airport on board a Russian plane and was driven through
evergrowing crowds to dat had been his house. Almos unnoiced
K. Kamaraj the president of the Congress Pary arrived in Delhi from his
home state of Madras and met Pime Minister Nanda.

The next, morning Wednesday at 9.-30, after lying, in state during
the night to be visited by thous....nds of people Shastris body was taken to
the cremation ground on the banks of the Jumna River a shor distance nor6h
of the spots hallowed by the cremations of Nehru and Gandhi. Tha. after-
noon a a huge park in the city leaders of government and politics and
representa6ives of foreign naions’ including Kosygin and Vice-Iresident
HUmphrey SPOke in praise o Shastri.

During the afternoon too work on the matter of succession began.
T.,he major actors in the drama began visiting and consulting.: with one



another, and sqnptomatically nearly everyone seemed to be visiting the
house of C’ongress PresidentJ Kamaraj. By nightfall the names of all the
obvious candidates for Prime Minister were on everyone’s lips: Nanda
Prime .inister at least ’pro tem’ rs. Gandhi Morarji D,esai another long-
time Congressman and former Finance Minister who had been passed over in
favor of Shastri after Nehruts death and Y.B. Chavan, Defense Minister
and former chief minister of Maharashtra state. Also mentioned but not
wih much seriousness for a variety of reasons were Kamaraj S.K. Patil
Minister of Rilways and former C.’ongress boss of Bmbay state and Sanjiva
Redd.y, inister of Seel ,ines and Heavy Industry and virtual boss of
Congress politics in Andhra state. The sweepstakes the painstaking analysis
of personalities and forces by observers and the task of preserving: con-
tinuous c onsLituti onal parliamentary gore rnment in India had begun.

The next day, the 13th of January, Thursday, was one of hurry-
ings and furious consultations. Kamaraj was reported as still hopeful
hat the Prime .inister would be chosen by consensus--meaning-unanimity or
near-unanimity the means by which Indians and no less the Congressmen
like to reach important decisions. The day before it had been rumored that-,
Kamaraj and many of the Chief inisters of the states were in favor of" de-
cision by consensus but there was also said to be strong sentiment against
this. It seemed as would later be proved that the need for consensus
was not felt so srongly as it had been in June 1964 and in earlier years.
Thursday the idea was mooed that consensus might be achieved by puting
Kaxnaraj forward as a candidate. Several Chief ,|inisters from eastern
India allegedly a the behest of Atulya Ghosh the boss of Bngal’:s poli-
tical machine we’re reportedly behind this move. Uncharitable motives
vere ascribed to Ghosh such as wanting to place Kamaraj in an exposed
position as a public figure where criticism might destroy him thus en-
hancing Ghosht’s power in the pary and the nation. If the idea was in fac,.t.,

put f orward Kamaraj pushed it back again, le stayed out of the race as
a candidate preservin his great power as an unself-seeking negotiator.
It was also reported, and not necessarily in contradiction to the

above that Ghosh and the other members of the so-called ’syndicate were
in favor of Nanda as Prime inister because it was alleged, he would be
eak and confused enough for them to manage. The syndicate consisted of

Ghosh Sanjiva Reddy S.K. Pail and perhaps a hanger-on S. N.ijalingappa
Chief tinister of ,Iysore. The syndicate was born a the time of the Nehru
succession and supl#ored Shastri whom it may also have hoped to make is
palm. In June 1964 Kamaraj was said to be par of the syndicate but if
so he soon broke away from it using it when possible rather than cooper-
ating with it.

Thursday’s rumors also said that two persons probably Nanda and
orarji Desai, had decided to stand firm as candidates, thereby forcing
an election in the Congress Parliamentary Pary for its leadership-- whic
of courser is synonymous with the Prime inistershipo Desais followers
were reported by T.he Tim.s_ of ,Indi_a to be openly calling for the choice
of he Parliamentary Pary leader by "’a free and unfettered vote. This
suggestion was not unpleasin to many persons in the Parliamentary Pary
who disliked being a rubber stmp for decisions taken by he Congress as
a whole, by the "organizational wing ’ ("instead of the governmen.,
of the pary. The question of decision by consensus or ballot by the
Parlinentary Party however was more than a matter of principle i-,



would likely afec6 the fortunes of the candidates. Should the decision
be made by voter according tb observers DesaiWs chances were goody
Nanda’s chances were nil and the chances of other possible candidates
like Chavan or Mrs. Gandhi were less good than if the choice were to be
made behind the scenes by consensus within the Cngress: as a whole.
Thursday night some observers put N,bda as front runner hile others put
their money on Chavan as the most likely choice if D.esai persisted in de-
manding a vote. Clearly there were two races.- the great contest for the
leadership of the Parliamentary ,Fatty or the PTime Ministership with
Desai as a declared candidate)! and the race within the Congress for the
selection of a candidate ho could defeat lsai the partyrs maverick.
If the right person won the second race it might pre-determine the out
come o the first.

Friday the 14th the hurryings and scurryings continued. The
Cngress Working Cmmittee--the standing executive body of the party--met
in the morning. Present as members Of the committee were all the main
actors in the drama including Ghosh Mrs. ndhi Kamaraj I}esai Patil
Nanda Chavan RVddy plus ten other members and by special invitation
nine more persons among them the leaders and secretaries of the Congress
Prliamentary Pary and T.T’. Krishnamachari and .. Subramaniam the

THDUGHT FOR TODAY

Kamaraj -the Meditator; in his thoughts from right to
left: Nanda Chavan Mrs. Gandhi Desai latil
Jagjivan Ram Subramaniam and C:ongresswallahso

cour6esy of T’imes of India
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increasingly influential Minister of Agriculture in the Federal Government,.
After meeting for nearly an hour the Vorking C’onaittee found tha agree-
ment on either who should become Prime biinister or on a candidate to oppose
Desai--either decision hardly possible with Desai present and obdurate--
was in fact impossible. Instead it decided that on the following Wednesday
19 January there would be an election by secret ballot in the Congress
Parliamentary Pary for the leadership. /lthough there was no formal
designation of a person to try to find a solution by consensus before the
election as Kamaraj had been designated after NehruWs death it was
obvious that efforts to avoid an election by finding an agreed candidate
would go on. And it was equally evident that the key figure in this
process would be Kamaraj,

Among the meetings of Fridayr as we shall see one was a straw
in the wind, Mrs, Sucheta Kripalanir the Chief tinister of the United
Provincesr with the leader of the UoP’o Congress faction who supported her
as Chief Ministerr a man named C’oB GUptar met with I,P’, Mishra the
Chief Minister of Madhya Pradesho Some years earlier Mishra had managed
to survive a difficult period in M.P, politics with the help of Mrs, andhi
and he owed her a debt. rs, Gandhi W’s home state and that of the entire
Nehru family is the U.P", Editorials appearing in the next dys papers
greeted these developments by saying that Mrs. Gandhi and possibly Chavan
had emerged as the likely persons to oppose Desai, Mrs. Gandhi was re-
ported, not to be seeking the Prime Ministershipr but to be willing t.-.o
oppose Desai if assured of Kamarajs suppor which if it career would be
very wide suppor indeed for Kamaraj would not back a losing candidate,
Late Friday evening the Press Trust of Indiar a news agencyr reported that
the contest on 19 January would be between Mrs C/andhi and Desai,

On Saturdayr the 15th eight Chief Ministers announcedr with
Kamaraj as their spokesmanr tha they supported Mrs. GRndhi for the
Prime -inistership, The bandwagon was stared rolling when the eight Chief
Ministers met at the house of and reporbedly at bhe instance of D,P, Mishra,

the day went on other Chief Iinisters and political figures jumped
aboard. The states from which several of these Chief Ministers came were
significant iaharashtra where Char.ant Defence Minister and former
Chief Minister was still the most powerful political figurer and where
SoK, Patil also had a good deal of influence .Andhra where Sanjiva Reddy
controlled the Congress! and Madras whose Chief Iinister could not hae
made such a move without Kamaraj’s sanction, .:Later on Bengal also supported
Mrs, Gandhi r meaning that /k.tulya Ghosh had made the ring.- of the syndicate
complete The entire South he solid $outhr excepting tiny Keralar which
under P:resident:s Rule had no hief Ministerr was behind Mrs, Gandhir as
well as Bengal and /kssam in the astr Maharashtra in the west Madhya
Pradesh in the center and the Punjab and Kashmir in the north. {ijera
in the wes was Desai s state and would largely suppor him. B,ihar was
probably for Mrs Gndhi, The only state in question was the lnited Provincesr
although there was every liklihood that it would also suppor her. -Kamaraj
denied that he had mastermind:ed or even abetted this developmentr according
to the press.:r but there can be no doubt that he hadr and brilliantly. He
had kept himself uncommitted and his candidate out of the lists until all
others had commited themselves to aandidates who they began to realize r
could not win, Yet in backing these candidates they had denied themselves
any real freedom of movement and they had no power to oppose Mrs, Gandhi’s



candidacy once,she appeared as a contender. Ratherr they had to switch to
her or be themselves utterly defeated. Stories were heardr perhaps truthfulr
but leavened with hindsightr that .Kamaraj had been convinced even on his
arrival in Delhi that Mrs. dhi should be the candidate that the Congress
should put before the Ptrliamentary Paryo Editorials (:appearing in the
next day’s: papers) said that Mrs. Gandhi and Chavan had agreed early in
the succession period not to oppose one another and to suppor whomever
Kamaraj settled on to be the candidate. They also said that Mrs. Gandhi
was chosen largely because she was the only person with a good chance of
defeating I)esai in the coming election--for he was steadily reiterating
his decision to stand no matter what pressure there might be toward unanimity.

the Indian_ press_ put itr ItBar the tumult and the shouting it looks as
if Indira is in. II

The next dayr Sunday the 16thr tan endless stream of visitors
including nief Ministers Government of India ministers and menbers of

Parliament called on Mrs. Gandhi to felicitate her on the wide suppor
she had gained for her dandidature as Prime hinister t’ reported a number
of newspapers--power was exerting its magnetic force. kt the same time

Desai was saying that the Chief hinisters had no business imposing their
personal preferences on the .Cngress: Parliamentary PW,r.Y. And he saidr
the members of Parliament resented this interference in their affairs.
Supporters of [rs. Gndhi pointed out that the seleetion of’a Prime inister
was a national affair and not the. sole responsibility of the Parliamentary. Party,
Eager to ensure Mrs. 0kndhi’s elections her followers canvassed assiduously
for more votes. There was also a new development. According to The

Statesman of the 17th Jagjivan Ram met Kamaraj for the first time since
the succession period began. .Ram was a long-time ff,ongressman and ?orking
Committee member from Bihar and a former minister in the Federal Governmeno
Hb was also from an Untouchable orScheduled ’ caste and he reportedly con-
trolled nearly 80 votes among Scheduled ffaste meubers of Parliament. In
June 1964 he had backed ]}vsai against Shastri This time although his
votes might not be crucial, they c.ould ike important: to the outcome of the
election. The newspapers considered it significant, if not an implicit,
declaration in favor of Mrs. Gandhi, that after his meeting with Kamaraj
Ram promised to work for the unanimous choice of a Prime Minister. The
next day Ram would meet Kamaraj again, and he eventually publicly declared
hi s: suppor for Mrs. Gandhi.

Monday the 17th each of the candidates and their supporters
intensified their activities. Desai was reported to be telephoning in-

dividual. {1-’. to gain their votes and he announced that, he would send
them a written appeal the next day. On the other side the menbers of

Pttrliament o’ the various states were called together to meet, as delega-
tions to discuss the succession issue. It. is not clear who among the state
leact.ers called their respective M.P s together but the Chief Ministers
of the various states attended the meetings as well as many Government of
.India linisters and other important figures like A.tulya Ohoshr who were
also members of. Parliament. Thus, nearly all the powerful figures who

supported Mrs. Gkndhi were present at th.e meetings of the state M.P. dele-

gations. he result was hardly surprising. At least six state delegations
announced heir support for Mrs. Gtmdhi. Several Chief tinisters also
announced that M.Ps from their states would vote for her All this was



arm-twisting of an obvious sort, but legitimate, it seems to me, in a demo-
cratic system, parliamentary or otherwise. T:he question was9 What effects.
would this have in a secret ballot? An.swers varied among both observers
and participants. One chool of thought held that wi,h a secret bllot
every member of Parliament was free to Vote as: he chose no matter how much
pressure had been put on him beforehand. T.his was certainly true theoreti-
cally. Another school held that in India no vote could be secret for long.
and that because the ffhief Ministers control the .ongress., tickets for the
elections (,and a general election is due in about a year)’ an M.P. would be
couringunemployment to vote against the wishes of the Chief M’inister o
his state. For this view I think there is much to be said. BUt many
more M.P.’s voted for Desai in the election than the 26 from .6ujarat who
were subject to his, influence, indicating that men of courage were not
wanting. Many of I}Vsait’s votes allegedly came from Independent members
of Parliament, however, indicating contrarily that the influence of the
Chief 0iinisers who were for Mrs. Gandhi, plus the allure of the bandwagon
and certain other factors, were the dominant forces in the election.

On T,tesday9 the 18th Mrs. Gndhi gained more adherents among;
hem Bju Patnaik the pary boss of 0rissa who had supported DVsai in
June 19649 and Jagjivan Ra9 who made his suppol for Mrs. C/andhi public.
Kmnaraj met wih D.esai9 presumably to get him to withdraw from he contest
if not to supporg Mrs. Gandhi. H9 failed and 6he hard-fought battle for
uhknimity ended. It became possible to Calculate the number of votes the
contestants might get9 and he T;imes of India estimaged Dvsaits gotal as
185. lie received 189. The Parliamentary Par,y completed arrangements avd
established the procedure for the election the next day.

Vednesday9 the 19th (Posh 299 1887 in he Hindu calendar)9 the
C’ongress Parliamentary Pary met in the Central HRll of Parliament, midway,
between he chambers of he upper and lower houses. Mrs. Gndhis and
Desais names were proposed and seconded. Their names were placed on the
ballots and the voting began. Several quiet and orderly hours later the
result, was announced to great cheers. rs. Gkndhi9 the daughter of the

faher had won9 35 votes 6o 169.

Amon the many many reasons why Mrs. Gandhi emerged as a favor-
ire candidate for the Pime iinistership and ultimately won it in a fair
election 9 several may be mentioned. I shall try to set them out somewhat
in 6he order of importance.

The prime reason for her becoming a candidate was the belief
that she was the only person who had a good9 if not Cerain chance to
bea I)esai in an election in the Parliamentary Pary. torarji (Dvsai)
made Indira Prime Minister9 was an oft-heard truism. Many observers
includin myself9 distracted by Considerations such as who could govern
the country best kept their eyes too long on Char,an or other candidates.
In fact9 once Desais decision to contest the election was announced
Mrs. G:andhi’.became he only opposition candidate who in ,Cbngress s terms9
who could logically oppose him. BUt no only could Clongressmen in government
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Winner takes all

Desai vs. Kamaraj
courtesy of Indi_an Exp _ress__
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and out rally around Mrs. Gandhi for the somewhat negative purpose of de-

feating Desai but they and the mass of the population as well pary.
leaders hoped could rally around her in herpositive role as leader of.,

the country. There is’ quite understandably in any federation and
particularly in one subjected to the strains, to unity that India has a
keenness on the par of national leaders to preserve the nation and to
encourage sentiments toward unity. Under these Conditions a candidate
like Mrs Gkndhi is doubly welcome. Additionally in several states the
local Clongress is so split by faction that the quality of government has
greatly declinedr nd more important from the paryt-s viewpoint there is
doubt that in a general election the local factions could unite behind oe
slate of pary candidates in order to make victory in an election possible.
Leaders in the C’ongress and the government apparently hoped that Mrs.
Gandhi could be a figure round whom the nation could rally and who could
bring harmony out of disunity in the ongress: particularly at the level
of the state parties and perhaps even more particularly in her home
state of U.P:. the most facLion-ridden state pary of them all. As a

ranking member of the Parliamentary larty said to me at the beginning of
the succession period We will accept a third rate person to avoid a

split in the ff,ongress."’ This is not to say that Mrs .andhi is third



rate although some do not have a high opinion of her abilities but it
is an example of the:: importance placed on pary unity--and Congress
unity means to some extent Indiats national unitFo A neck and neck race
between any wo candidates for the P:rime Ministership might have gravely
endangered this Unity many Clongressmen apparently believed, lence the
emergence of irS. ndhi the daughter of Nehru perhaPs the best, kno
person in India as the tunity-candidate ’ for the. Prime Ministership.

There may also have been a certain number of pary and more
likely state-government leaders who favored Mrs. C/andhis candidacy be-
cause they believed she would be amenable to their, inf’luence. 0thers
D).P". Mishra for example were in her debt from times past when she was
president of the Cngress or when she assisted her father in pary affairs.
It was also being said in Dlhi that with rs. Gandhi as F.rime Minister
the Congress would continue to be ideologically broad and inclusive and
that there would continue to be individual freedom and mobility in the
par6y. With Desai in office according to the view the discipline of
the Cngress would become tighter and its outlook narrower and farther to
the fright t. Desai was also a strong Hindi supporter (although his native
tongue was Gujerati)! and Kamaraj and other leaders from the South may
have opposed him for this reason. Yet, they may have thought it impolitic
to back another non-H:indi speaker like Chavan for fear of unduly irritat-
ing the strong Hindi group in the Nbrth. If this was their reasoning
Mrs. Gndhi a Hindi speaker from the United Provinces but like her
father moderate in her approach to the language issue may have seemed a
good compromise candidate. The believers in consensus also found Mrs.
Gandhi t’s presence on the scene comforing I hink. Although there would
be a contest for the Prime Ministership the maverick would be isolated
they hoped and the candidate with the broadest acceptabilityTM would be
chosen vindicating the traditional method of choice.

The most interesting par of the succession to me was the al-
most tota absence of discussion by the political figures involved of the
possible candidates ’ abilities to govern the country well. I talked with..,

a small number of the persons involved and with several observers who had
had many interviews with the par6icipants in the succession. 0nly rarely
were these observers or I &old that so and so would make a ood lrime
Minister because of his decisiveness or clearheadedness or because of his
ability to lead the Cbinet as a coherent maker and executer of policy or
because of his ability to use (:and not be used by) the civil service and
to bring efficiency to an ensnarled government,. No one spoke of the next,
Prime linister in terms of solving the food or foreign exchange crises.
Several politicians and M.P". s told me that the next Pime linister should
be dependable and a realist and that he (or she) should be able to im-
plement the Tkshkent Agreement (-"no doubt all desirable qualifications)
but that was the most they said. Nbwspaper columnists and editorials
frequently spoke in the most emphatic and cogent terms about the mechanism
of Indian government of the needs of the hour and of the qualifications
of the Pime Minister. Bht the participants evidently believed Congress
F.arty unity and the winning of the 1967 elections to be the supreme needs
of the nation. The unity of., the Cngress and of India I would agree
are essential to the national welfare but they are not the only considera-
tions. Moreover it is doubtful if anything but a cataclysm or a total
breakdown of the Cbngress Pary in the states could lead to a Congress



defeat in the general elections. Even understanding the Congress l:s
occasional preoccupation with its 1’image there is I think it can be
argued plenty of room for manouver by the pary its. c,ould have paid
more attention to the ability o,f the future lrime inister than it did
last eek. Defence {inister Chavan was in the matter of ability the man
best qualified for the P:rime inistershipy if the opinion of many
servers is correct Yet he seems to have been passed over rather per-
functorily in favor of a uniy-candidateo

On the other handy it can be argued with some deree of truthy
I thinky that other possible candidates for the job ere passed over be-
cause they might have governed badly or at least not in conformity with
the established pattern of government and authorit. This adds a fur-
ther positive aspect to the choice of Mrs. ndhio anda it., appears
was the first to be dropped on these grounds. Although he enjoyed brief
popularity as a candidate because he might prove manageable or be a
unity-candidatey he seems to have been dropped because he had lacked the
qualities of popularity and leadership that would have given him vic.ory
over Desai and because his reputat i on y as one member of Parliament saidy
as that of a confused man who cannot inspire confidence amon his col-
leagues in the government or among the public TM. The leaders of the
Cngress kept Desai from becoming Prime inister primarily for the oppo-
site reasonsy it is said. Although Isai is thought, to be a good admini-
stratory he has a reputation for high-handed obstinacy and inflexibilit,y
according to some sourcesy and he is a an of personal quirks. If he
became Prime Minister it as feared that he ould have run the government
singlehandedly ignoring the Cabinet: and all advisors. The Chief inisters
could do ith a little .rip crackingy particularly on the food prob,,lem.,
and India needs a firm personality as lrime inister even if a variety of
ride-bottomed bureaucrats are displeased. But there is no reason why a
democracy cannot reject a candidate for off ice if it fears tha. he will
violate the chosen norms of government. Shastri accordin to mos
accounts was mastering the intricacies of the political system here. KV
was moulding the C!abinet into a coherent policy-making body that could
lead the country and he was beginnin to Work the federal ystem success-
fully--to things the country badly needed. Yet he was doing this largely
through the traditional channels of power with a minimum of personal
affront to bested opponents. Hs leadership thereforey as accepted
but that of Dsai rejected. It is likely that such considerationsy as
ell as her national popularityy worked in favor of Mrs. Candhis elec-
tion as Prime Mini stero

ssessmen_ &nd _f-_.erhoughts:

There are several quite evident similarities and differences
between the recent succession and that after Nbhru died. In both cases
the search for a new Prime tinister was carried on ith dispatch and pur-
posefulness The activities of the participants may have been hectic and
antlikey bu the atmosphere as calm; no ind or lightening Came nor as
any expected so far as I could tell by Delhi or the nation. Y.t after
llehrus deah there was a certain fear of the unknown It as the first

succession and a replacement had to be found for the great many the
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over-awing banyan tree of Indian politics. Could it be done and done Well?
Indians themselves no less than the remainder of the world were asking
tbfter Nehru Who?t and ’ter Nehru What? This time there was a great deal
more confidence. . new Prime Minister had been successfully indeed
gragefully found last time! therefore it could be done again. Moreoer
this time the eyes of the world were not upon India to anywhere near the
same extent:: India was not on trial lso there was not so great a
vacuum to be filled after Shastris death. He may have been or been
about to become a greater P:rime inister than Nehru but he was a man.
Nehru was nearly a god so psychologically speaking the task of inding
a replacement was greater.

Bc.ause Shastri died unexpectedly there had been no thought to
After Shastri ho?t whereas for years Indians had been asking themselves
what would happen hen Nehru died. This probably proved a g.ood hing. for
India was presented with a situation which it will have to meet more ofte
than the Nehru-type Succession. Rspecially important in this regard was
that the possible candidates entered .he contest on more equal terms. No
c:andidate had the lead Shastri had in June 1964 as the result o: Nett:rus
laying on of hands at the Bhubaneshwar Congress session when he was first
taken ill and it was apparent that his death would not be many months de-
layed. This difference made the recent succession as difficulty, to adhieve
smoothly as the previous one and it put ,Congress unity and the members
ability to operate the selection process to a sterner test. That Desai
withdre hiss. bid in 1964 and stood firm this time is the measure of the
different situations. The choosing of Mrs. Gandhi as Prime Minister was
entirely a C:ongress affair--as one would expect in a parliamentary system
C!ongress being the majority pary. Yet: the ffongress Pkrliamentary Pary
even though it finally made Mrs. Ghndhi Prime Minister by votin for her
and not for orarji Desai had a minor voice in the really important
decision- hoos.in.’rs. Gkndhi as the stop-D.sai candidate. This mnor
role however was greater than the par it played in the selection of
Shastri and it was greaer this timer despite the advantageous position,
of rso Gandhi because the vote did mean somethinE and the allegiance of
state delegations of members.of,Parliamen was imuortant. The presence

n ne. couc ., o Cec sonof certain C’abinet ministertana mnsers y ne nauure of the system
are also f.P s did not significantly add to the influence of the
larliamentary PRrty. The members of the P’.w..rliamentary Pary over the
years since independence have gained a fairly stron corporate feeling
particularly in regard to interference in government by the organizational
ing of the Congress. BUt in a matter like the choice of a Pime Minister
this quite understandably canno be translated into unified support for
a single candidate.

Neither did the Working Committee of the -g.ongress traditionally
the vital point of decision-making in the pary this time provide the

framework for the decision. The .ommittee did not even for form’s sake
announce the decision to make Mrs andhi a candidate. This was primarily
because most of the ,m.jor protagonists in the succession were members of’

the Working Cfommittee and were hopelessly divided among themselves. Dvsai

was a committee member as were Jagjivan Ram and Biju Patnaik wtxo had
supported him in 1964 against Shastri and who this time backed Mrs. Gandhi

only late in the game. Kamaraj and the s.yndicate also members were
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apparently backing different c’.andidates until Mrs C/andhiWs candidacy
became so strong that the syndicate jumped on the bandwagon rather than
to be left without influence s in the dust behino This woulds incident-
allys seem to destroy the myth of: syndicate power that had a vogue after
the Nbhru succession.

ith no decision possible within the Working-Ciommittees Kamaraj
went outside it to get suppor for his candidate Of the eight Chief
Ministers dao originally supported Mrs. Gndhi only two were members of
the committee Sukhadia and Nialingappa of lajasthan and Mysore. It
can be reasonably argued that three or four others among these eight
Chief’ Ministers owed allegiance to powerful members of the committee
including to Kamaraj himself, but nevertheless the move to push Mrs. Gandhi
forward was made outside the Working ommittee; That Desai cried foul
at this tactic was not simply a move to arouse the corporate feeling of
Parliamentary Party members thereby gaining support for himself. It..
was alo the expression I expects of his genuine belief that he choice
of a PYime Minister was a Federal Covernment affair.

l-n acts this succession seems to have overturned or at least
caused modifications in several patterns of decision-makin that had
been thought to be %raditional ’ or at least customary. The Working
Committee was not the key groups as it had often been expecially in
the vital struggles for C;ongress leadership in 1938 (the Subhash Chandra
Bbse affair):: or in 1950-51 ..the clash between Nehru and Purushottam
]}as T:andon). Nbr was the power almost entirely in the hands of the
eminent wing of the Cngress as had been the case in Nhru-s days as
Prime Minister. lor as we have seens was the pattern the same as dur-
ing the Nehru succession. is time there was a peculiar development:
the hed of the national organizational wing-(the Congress president)’
allied with the governmental wing at the state level the Chief Ministers--
behind whom was the influence of part of the national government wing
Gbvernment of India ministers who had great influenc:e in their home
states) made a decision for the governmental wing of the party in Delhi.
nd an incidental note: the organizational wing at the state level
(:the Frovincial ongress -ommitees) was out of the decision entirelys
totally eclipsed by the Central leadership whether of the governmental
or organizational wing even more than it has been in the 18 years sinc:e
independence.

The imporbance of the Chief Ministers in this succession is
another indication s I think of the increasing importance of.. the states
in the processes of federal government here. Inde&d the power of the
states in India has always been much greater than is immediately apparent.
from the nationals centralized (although federal): .gonstitution. Tha this
power is potentially exercisable in a largely negative way--non-
cooperation with the wished of the Federal Covernment--has often led it.o

its underestimation. (The role of the states in the language and food
issues during the past 18 months has’ done much to disabuse Indians and
foreigners iof their beliefs about omnipotent federal power.)" Now the
states have, used their influence in a positive ways setting a further
precedent, I would add here that I think the balance of power is with
the central government.., and will remain so and that an increase in state
influence as far as it can be foreseen will not endanger Indiats unit,y.



The par played by the .Chief inisters also seems to indicate the
realization by Delhir however grudgingr that, the selection of a Prime
iinister is more than a central government affair. I indicates the
realization that in a federal country the component states have a
great interest in the national leadership and should have an effective
way to express their views about ito Theoreticaliy .he states and all
Indians have a say in the cloice of a P.ine ,linister through the members
of Prliament when they elect. B.t actually i has not worked out this
Way to any important degree because of the forces that operate in Delhi
and because hi.F: s do not yet greatly relect the viewpoints of the

constituents at least on matters of great moment;.

,.11 .the details of the succession must not obscure that it
took place within the framework of the ongressr mother Congress.
This is still the central fact of Indian politicsz that within the
,bngress all competing ideas and systems meetr including ideas and
systems for prime ministerial luoc.ession. For 40 years this has been
true and the strength of this radition as well as the truly impressive
history of the ongress as the leader of the freedom movement binds
Cbngressmen to the pary. Congressmen fear schism within the pary like
the plague r although they indulge themselves in it but hey fear
breakaway from_ the pary much less. Splits away from the pary as a
result of ttie succession by any major personality or group are doub,ful
and hatever changes ake place as a result of it will be within the
pary itself. The leaders of the ffngress may also be thinking along
the lines of some observers here.-, that within the framework of the
Gongress some accomodation and adjustment can te made between the
parliamentary and federal systems. I.f the parliamentary system does
not on paper allow for the participation of the state governments or
of their citizens directly in the choice of a Prime Ministerr as does
the presidential system in the United States allowance for this can
be made within the ongressr as it apparently was las week. As a
friend of mine remarked the existence of institutions like federalism
and presidential or parliamentary systems mean less than the way in which
peoples work the institutions. Such flexibility seems to be an indication
of an often unsuspected maturity and sophistication in the Indian
political system... further change or modification of customary behavior that
ook place or was begunr concerned decision-making by unanimity or by
consensus. ne secret ballot for the Prime Minister was a major break
with custom. It was by no means a complete breakr and those in the
pary desiring consensus greatly outnumbered those who w’re opposed o
it. T..adition or what is believed to be tradition does not die easilyr
and there may be much to be said for reaching decisions his way. Bu
it was.. ery important that the major political leaders of the nation

and intellectuals representedby the newspapers conducted a serious

discussion of democratic methods. hose in f.avor of a choice by con-

sensus las week said that a vote might leave behind bitterness and re-

c..rimination among the losers. ney said it might lead to schism within

the paryr and particularly that it might lead to a split in l}elhi

like that ’in several state capitals where a section of the pary has
lined., up behind he government in a tministerialist group and the



W:dissidents have dedicated themselves to obstructing, government activity
and programs. They said that consensus was more W!Indian and truly
democratic than the crass Vestern method of voting. .And they also
said that with Indias need for unity and for a national endeavor to
meet the food and other problems there musk be a Prime .iniser who
was the choice of all. the people. Those -ho referred a vote argued hat
consensus of6en meant only superficial agreemen a papering over of the
cracks. They said tha such a semblance of unity was orthless,. They
also argued tha a vote (secret ballot)s more democratic because a
parliamentarian could vote as be pleased whereas in an open discussion
of persons rying 6o reach consensus any dissent could bring realia6ion
from the dominant group even if it were only a minority. In the light
of recent poli6ics here this is a powerful poin:o k,the hear of this
discussion lies I suspect the concern with ’ends - and W’means and the
emphasis that the ’means must be at least as ethical as the desired end’
th. Gkndhi brought 6o Indian political 6hougho T’o have challenged such
a hallowed neans as consensus was a major even here. The Conress*’s
response to the challenge will be further test of its resiliency in the
face of innovati on and change

One can to make a fe guesses about the effects of he
Shastri succession. In the future a vote at the time of major decisions
will not arouse 6he fear or distrus it has in the past As the
Covernment and the Congress faced hhe Shastri succession with a confi-
dence founded on its suecess ater Nehru died so now the succession has
been put to a vote with no (apparent) il-effees and a minor bu in-
fluential preceddnt has been established The state governments as
has been said will try to play an increasin pr in ajor decisions
of national government BUt the 169 votes tha6 Desai received in the
secret ballot is also an indication of the limits of the control hat
Chief-. Ministers can exert on parliamentary delegations from 6heir states
The prestige of the ]ttrliamen may have ained by this and the increase
in stae power be o some degree offseo The relative power of the
Congress president and the Prime Minister are a.,n in flux. Bt unless
the preceddn, of government here and elsewhere is overturned power will

slowly gravitate toward Pime Minister Indira Gandhi as i did toward
Shastri and toward he governmen wing of the paly in 1947o Mrs. Gandhi
may be much more beholden to Kamaraj for her position than Shastri was
and to the hief ,iinisters thus increasing their influence with her,

BUt it is equall,rue that she saved them from Desai. She then has a

club of her own. In her figh for independence the Nehru name will be

a further advanageo

Yours Sincerely,,

ranvi lie S, -ustin
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